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Due to overwhelming demand, five-time ARIA Award winner Chet Faker has extended his upcoming
Built On Live tour to include an additional Sydney Opera House Forecourt performance on Saturday
7 November, alongside the already announced show on Friday 6 November. These spring
harbourside shows will be Chet Faker’s final in support of his critically acclaimed debut album Built
On Glass, with unexpected surprises along the way as he plays songs never before performed live
alongside an expanded band with special guests still to be announced.
Lauded as a leading exponent of the ‘new Australian sound’ next to frequent collaborator and Future
Classic label-mate Flume, his earthy take on R ‘n’ B and down-tempo beats has translated to the
stage with vitality – “Faker commanded the audience throughout the set. The atmosphere was
charged, the air was thick, and singing out… he enveloped us.” (The Guardian.) It’s clear that the
adulation of the songwriter-producer far extends home soil – Chet’s live show has made such an
impression on international audiences that he sold over 23,000 tickets on his 2014 headline tour
across Europe and the UK.
These exclusive outdoor performances on the Sydney Opera House Forecourt are some of Chet
Faker’s largest headline shows yet, and will mark his final appearances for the year. Expect Faker to
lead audiences on a sonic journey that will weave through the buttery-smooth soul and minimal
electronic beats that created the foundations for 2014’s Built On Glass.
Listen to Chet Faker’s new single ‘Bend’ here
This performance is part of Music at the House; the contemporary music program presented by
Sydney Opera House that includes Death Cab For Cutie and Ryan Adams and its annual centerpiece
festival Vivid LIVE, featuring performances by Morrissey, Sufjan Stevens, Bill Callahan, TV on the
Radio and more. Previous Music at the House performances include Damon Albarn, Caribou, Flying
Lotus, Gipsy Kings, James Blake, Little Dragon, Max Richter, Neneh Cherry, Neko Case, Nick Cave &
The Bad Seeds, Nils Frahm, Rodrigo Y Gabriela, and more. Visit sydneyoperahouse.com/music for
further information.

EVENT DETAILS
WHAT: Chet Faker – Built On Live with special guests TBA
WHEN: 6 – 7 November 2015
WHERE: Forecourt, Sydney Opera House
TICKETS: $99+bf*
*Transaction fee $5 - $8.50 applies to all bookings, except Insiders.
BOOKINGS: Tickets on sale to the general public Thursday 25 June, 12pm from
sydneyoperahouse.com/music or 02 9250 7777
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